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Extreme Networks Improves Operational Efficiencies with Shipment of ExtremeXOS® 15.3 
Supporting OpenFlow, OpenStack and SDN Applications

Company Drives Network Advancements from Campus to Cloud with Open Networking Vision

SANTA CLARA, Calif., Feb. 14, 2013 /PRNewswire/ -- Extreme Networks, Inc. (Nasdaq: EXTR) today announced that it is 
delivering on its vision for Software Defined Networking (SDN) with the shipment this week of ExtremeXOS® v15.3, the 
company's single modular Operating System for data center, campus BYOD and the cloud. 

Customers benefit from critical new features and support for SDN technology, including OpenFlow and support for SDN 
applications from partners such as Big Switch Networks and NEC. Extreme Networks is also shipping its OpenStack Quantum 
plugin, a downloadable software module providing a rich API for ExtremeXOS that enables orchestration and management of 
multi-tenant networks providing security, load balancing and data center interconnect infrastructure as network services.

With the release of ExtremeXOS 15.3, Extreme Networks supports SDN applications from Big Switch Networks: Big Tap, 
provides traffic monitoring and dynamic network visibility with flow filtering, and Big Virtual Switch (BVS), an application for 
virtualized data center networks which provisions the physical network into multiple logical networks across the stack, from 
Layer 2 to 7. Additionally, ExtremeXOS 15.3 delivers support for AVB (Audio Video Bridging), Identity Management 
enhancements, XNV Dynamic VLANs and GRE Tunneling enhancements.  

"With our new multi-tenant data center, SDN can streamline switch management and monitor the network using ExtremeXOS," 
said Pepi Randolph, CEO of Data Holdings, LLC, which is constructing a premier data center facility in Milwaukee using 
Extreme Networks network solutions.  "Achieving this from a centralized standpoint and with an open approach is critical to 
scaling services and data more efficiently."

"The new world of networking takes a commitment to progressive applications driven by SDN," said Jason Matlof, vice president 
of marketing at Big Switch Networks. "By working with Extreme Networks, developing useful applications that streamline 
operations, we are on the leading edge of this important movement." 

"As we bring new OpenFlow and OpenStack features into the market with ExtremeXOS 15.3, customers are equipped to take 
advantage of the promise of software advancements that extend capabilities and further simplify their networks," said David 
Ginsburg, CMO for Extreme Networks.

ExtremeXOS 15.3 Highlights for SDN: 

● Robust implementation based on Open vSwitch (OVS) Long Term Support (LTS) 
● Hybrid mode of operation enabling migration from legacy networks to OpenFlow enabled networks. Support for hardware 

based LAG modeled to seamlessly integrate with existing OpenFlow controllers. 
● Queueing / Slicing support based on ExtremeXOS QoS profiles. 
● OpenFlow in ExtremeXOS is enabled/disabled per VLAN 
● OpenStack Quantum plugin version 1.1 and version 2.0 API support to enable tenants to define networks of compute, 

storage and network services 
● Multi-tenant isolation in the network with VLANs and VMANs and multi-tenant isolation to the compute host via integration 

with vSwitch 
● Common switch platform that enables programmability using OpenFlow and OpenStack providing a unified, cloud-scale 

solution to manage all network infrastructure 

About Extreme Networks 

Extreme Networks is a technology leader in high-performance Ethernet switching for cloud, data center and mobile networks.  
Based in Santa Clara, CA, Extreme Networks has more than 6,000 customers in more than 50 countries.  For more information, 
visit the company's website at http://www.extremenetworks.com.   

Extreme Networks, the Extreme Networks logo, and ExtremeXOS are trademarks or registered trademarks of Extreme Networks, 
Inc. in the United States and/or other countries. All other names are the property of their respective owners. 

Except for the historical information contained herein, the matters set forth in this press release, including without limitation 

http://www.extremenetworks.com/


statements as to features, performance, and benefits of Extreme Networks products, are forward-looking statements within the 
meaning of the "safe harbor" provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking 
statements speak only as of the date. Because such statements deal with future events, they are subject to risks and 
uncertainties, including network design and actual results of use of the product in different environments. We undertake no 
obligation to update the forward-looking information in this release. Other important factors which could cause actual results to 
differ materially are contained in the Company's 10-Qs and 10-Ks which are on file with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. http://www.sec.gov  
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